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To all, whon, it victly concern: 
Be it known that I, HENRY EBERLY HIBSH 

MAN, a citizen of the United States, and a resi 
dent of Newark, in the county of Essex and 

5 State of New Jersey, have invented a new and 
Improved Musical Instrument, of which the 
following is a full, clear, and exact, description. 
The invention relates to reed instruments 

of the mouth-harmonica type; and its object 
is to provide a new and improved musical 
instrument which is simple and durable in 
construction and arranged to enable a person 
to properly execute a piece of music with the 
aid of a perforated music-sheet without re 

I5 quiring practice or knowledge of music. 
The invention consists of novel features 

and parts and combinations of the same, as 
will be more fully described hereinafter and 
then pointed out in the claims. 
A practical embodiment of the invention is 

represented in the accompanying drawings, 
forming a part of this specification, in which 
similar characters of reference indicate cor 
responding parts in all the views. 

Figure l is a perspective view of the im 
provement. Fig. 2 is a front elevation of the 
same, showing the cover open and parts in 
section. Fig. 3 is a transverse section of the 
improvement on the line 3 3 of Fig. 2, and 
Fig. 4 is a sectional plan view of the same on 
the line 4 4 of Fig. 3. 
The musical instrument is mounted in a 

suitably-constructed casing A, having a per 
forated back A", a hinged cover B at the 
front, and a handle C at the bottom for the 
operator to conveniently take hold of and 
properly support the casing by the use of one 
hand. 

Within the casing A is secured a horizon 
tally-disposed reed-block D, having suitable 
reeds preferably arranged in chromatic or 
other scale, and the mouth of the said reed 
blockD forms a tracker-board for the passage 
of a perforated music-sheet E, unwinding from 
a drum F and winding up on a drum G, as 
plainly indicated in Fig. 3. The drums F 
and G are located on opposite sides of the 
reed-block D, and are arranged relative to 
the tracker-board, so that the music-sheet E 

so is firmly stretched over the tracker-board at 
the time the music-sheet is Wound up on the 
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drum G and unwound from the drum F. The 
drums F and G. rotate in unison, and for this 
purpose gear-wheels H and H' are provided, 
rotating with the drums and in mesh with 55 
each other, and the shaft G' of the drum G. 
extends to one side of the casing A and is 
provided at its outer end with a removable 
crank-arm I, under the control of the oper 
ator, so that when the crank-arm I is turned 6o 
both drums G and F are rotated in unison for 
causing the music-sheet to travel over the 
tracker-board, as above explained. 
The front face of the cover B is formed into 

a mouthpiece B", from which leads the nar- 65 
row opening B' of an air-passage, widening 
on the back of the cover, as at B, and suir 
rounded by a wall B, projecting from the 
inner face of the cover B, as plainly indicated 
in the drawings, the said wall B being lo- 7o 
cated directly opposite the tracker-board, and 
the face of the wall is preferably covered 
with felt or other soft material, so as to en 
gage that portion of the music-sheet E pass 
ing over the tracker-board at the time. Now 75 
when air is blown by the mouth of the per 
former through the air-passage, then this air 
passes through the registering perforations in 
the music-sheet E into the reed-cells of the 
reed-block D to sound the reeds therein, it 8o 
being also understood that on drawing air 
through the said air-passage the reeds are 
sounded according to the perforations in the 
music - sheet registering with corresponding 
air-cells. Thus by blowing air into or draw- 85 
ing air through the air-passage the corre 
sponding reeds in the reed - block D are 
sounded, and the music performed corre 
sponds to the music indicated by the perfora 
tions in the music-sheet E, caused to travel be- 9o 
tween the tracker-board and the wall B by 
the operator turning the crank-arm I corre 
spondingly. Now, according to the music to 
be performed, the time may be varied by the 
operator turning the crank-arm I faster or 95 
slower. 

In order to permit a convenientinterchange 
of in usic-sheets E, the drum F is removably 
mounted in the casing, and for this purpose 
the shaft I of the gear-wheel H has a square Ioo 
end engaging a corresponding socket in one 
end of the drum F, and the other end of the 
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5. A musical instruthen & Comprising a ca.g. 
ing having a perforated back and a cover gro 
vided with a snouthpiece formed with air air 
passage, narrow at the front face of the cover 
and gradtially widering to the reas the regi, 
a Feed-bloci. Secured in iiie casig aid is 5. 
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journaled in the casing on opposite sides of 
the reed-block, the shaft of one of the druins 
carrying a 3?'ark-arin on the outside of tie cas 
ing, and one of the drums being renovably 
held in the casing, and gear-wheeis on the 
drum, in mesh with each other, as set forth, 

in testimony whereof I have signed my 
Yaaine to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

HENRY EBERY HESHIAN. 
itnesses: 
THEO. 3. IOSTER, 
EVERARE BOILTON iARSHALL. 
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